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So Many Questions
Schools?
Language?

Immigration?
Banking?

What is
there to do?

Where can I find
the things I need?

Relocation can be a hard, confusing and stressful process, when not having the right
information and resources. Fear no more, dear traveler, here is the guide that will make this
transition exciting, safe and assertive. Inside Panama Real Estate has got you covered!

Our Services

Panamá is one of the countries leading the Latin American Boom. With its fast-growing economy,
a strategic location, promising trade and tropical climate, Panamá is becoming one of the most
popular places to relocate. At Inside Panama Real Estate, our goal is to assist you in making this
experience something you enjoy and feel secure about. To accomplish that, we have accurate
and valuable knowledge in local procedures and our willingness to help!

Essential subjects:
Preparation
Checklist
Banking
Taxes
Education
Medical Care
Bringing Pets
Shipping
Information
Local Information
On Various Popular
Locations
Visas & Immigration
Requirements

Services We Provide:
By maintaining the
largest database
throughout
Panama, we can
customize our
search for the
perfect property .
Answer questions
about each local
area and agents to
assist in finding
accomodations.
Selling & Renting
Real Estate

Before
Relocating
Checklist

✓ Research Panama Immigration Visas: Panama has many permanent residency visas options, including

visas for retirees, investors, business owners, and citizens of 50 "friendly nations." The Panamanian Embassy
website does provide basic information. In our experience, it is best to find a qualified Panama immigration
lawyer to go over which visa is best for you. We will explain the most popular visas in detail later.

✓ Research Customs Duty and Taxes: If you're planning on shipping anything during your move, you'll want
to know how much it will cost in duty fees and taxes. You can check this online at: SimplyDuty.com.

✓ Medical Health Insurance: Check with your healthcare provider to see if you are covered internationally for
the duration of your stay. If you plan on relocating permanently, consider local or international plans, unless
your employer provides insurance.

✓ Important Documents: Before you apply for a Panamanian immigration visa, you'll need to have several

documents apostilled in your home country. An apostille is an internationally recognized method of
authenticating government-issued documents, i.e.: birth certificates, marriage license, and driver's licenses. In
the US, a state's Secretary of State Office can do the apostille. It takes about three months to process, so it's
best to prepare before starting immigration in Panama with your attorney. Typical Documents required:
F.B.I Report
Marriage & Birth Certificates
Passport, Naturalization Document,
Green Card, Proof of Citizenship
Social Security Cards

Vaccinations
Dental & Medical Records
Insurance Policies
Academic Records & Diplomas
Employment Records

Proof of Residency
Driver's License
Original Reference letter From
Your Bank (Addressed to a
specific Panamanian bank)

✓ Notify Your Bank: You'll most likely keep

a bank account open in your home country
even after moving to Panama. Make sure
you notify your bank of your plans and to
expect future transactions in Panama.
Also, helpful to know what fees your bank
will charge for transactions while abroad.

✓ Vehicle Insurance: Whether you purchase or import a vehicle

in Panama, you'll need to have local insurance coverage. Car
insurance is affordable, and there are several coverage options
in Panama. If importing a vehicle, entry taxes are part of the
car's value. If you are financing a car, banks will require you to
have a full coverage policy. In Panama, full coverage is not
available on cars over 10 years old. Some policies have roadside
assistance included! MAPFRE being the top company, has a set
of insurance plans for your car starting at $106
https://www.mapfre.com.pa/seguros-pa/seguros/seguros-auto/

✓ Moving & Shipping: An international shipping

✓ Bringing Pets: Like anything else, there's a process for
transporting your pets, but it is relatively straight
forward. See the Pet Immigration process by visiting:
https://www.panama-offshoreservices.com/es/introduccion-de-mascotas-a-panama/

company will provide all the correct paperwork
for shipping your household belongings to
Panama. Make a detailed packing list in either
English or Spanish and include the value of
each item. This document is required to ship to
Panama, and it will help the process run
smoother and quicker. Shipping costs can vary
depending on the shipping mode, weight of
goods, and the Service Company hired. Some
price comparisons and research will help find a
suitable option. If you're shipping large
containers or cars, you will most likely pay a
significant import tax. Many expats tend to
ship fewer items and replace them locally,
saving a lot of money. Clutch.com has the 2020
ranking of top Shipping Companies in Panamá,
each with their website link and information:
https://clutch.co/pa/logistics/containershipping-companies

Location, Location, Location

One crucial aspect of relocating to any country, is choosing the right location. While Panama has many
diverse living options for every budget, we are going to focus on popular areas that are ideal for
relocation and cover the different price ranges and lifestyles, separating Panama into 3 main regions:

Cities * Beaches * Mountains

By far, Panama City is the most populated place in the country, holding roughly 40% of the
country's entire population. It is also the business, political, and banking center of the country.
Meaning that unless you're retiring or working in tourism, chances are you'll be relocating to
Panama City. The cost of renting or buying will entirely depend on where you want to live in
Panama City. All the new buildings come with lots of amenities like pools, gym, sauna, 24-hour
security, indoor parking and sometimes even convenience shops on the ground floor. While not
necessarily as big as many other capital cities in Latin America, Panama City is a busy metropolis
with lots to do and see. There are some wonderful neighborhoods and plenty of available real
estate. From modern luxury to chic and antique, this city has it all.

PANAMA CITY

Panama's beaches are top-rated for tourism but have also grown
as key residential areas in the past few years. When it comes to
beaches in Panama, you truly have everything you need. There is
an excellent selection of different lifestyle choices from whitesand Caribbean beaches, deserted islands, and surf-towns to
suburban developments, Pacific villas, and condos. The following
are the most popular beaches amongst ex-pats who relocate.

Coronado
Coronado is probably the most popular beach location for ex-pats due to its location,
amenities/services, and life quality. Coronado was Panama's first resort development, and for this
reason has several years of advantage over other surrounding beach towns.
If you enjoy outdoor sports and activities, Coronado is the area for you. There are beautiful and
sophisticated golf courses, riding stables, tennis courts and even a surf academy.It is a very modern
town with lots of luxury developments right on the Pacific Ocean. Sales and rentals are prevalent, as
far as real estate, with a typical nice house going for $250,000.

Boca Chica is becoming increasingly popular among tourists and is on the verge of many changes and
modernizations from the simple and modest state it used to be. Boca Chica also serves as the entry to Boca
Brava, the island next door-also waiting for its development boom. Boca Chica is a paradise, filled with
opportunities to explore the beauties of nature, by snorkeling, kayaking, horseback riding, whale watching,
and trekking. It is also well known for amazing fishing, offering several fishing lodges and operators.

Boca Chica

BOCAS DEL TORO

Composed of 9 islands and either a 10 hour car ride to Almirante, or by flight from Albrook, then a
water taxi will take you to your destination. The happy lifestyle of the Bocas people will capture
your senses with their music, their Afro-Caribbean flavors, and their mythological stories.You will
find yourself among national indigenous tribes, and their beautiful and interesting culture. Bocas del
Toro is a fishing spot, also rich in tropical fruit crops. Bocas Del Toro is the islander complex with
much to offer. The Jimmy Buffett lifestyle comes to mind. There are daily tours to all the islands,
including Red Frog, where you will be able to spot tiny red frogs that the resort is named after..There
is also Playa Estrella, a beach filled with many starfish. There are many housing options for all
budgets to be had in this tropical Caribbean location.

Pedasi Playa Venao
Pedasi is the newest `hotspot' for foreign relocation, especially amongst North Americans and
Europeans. From Panama City, it takes approximately 4 hours by car or a short flight. Pedasí
belongs to the Province of Los Santos. Although it is a fishing town, with a population of around
3000 people, it has several restaurants, mini-markets, a library and a few banks. You will fall in love
with the wildlife around: you will spot turtles of different species and whales! Pedasi is popular for
its natural beauty, excellent fishing and classic "beach town" feel. It's a vintage beach town, with
far less commercialization than the beaches closer to the city.

Boquete is a small town in the Chiriqui mountains. It's got a great community of locals and ex-pats who
strive to make it a friendly location. Boquete is also known for its tempered climate, unusual for the
tropical weather of Panamá. Among its beauty and wonders, there is Barú Volcano, the highest point in
Central America. Its proximity to the Volcano makes the ground really fertile to grow flowers and coffee.
No wonder why there is a Coffee & Flowers Festival in Boquete, in early January. Boquete is known as the
green lungs of Panamá. For its rich nature, peaceful breezes and vivid relationship with mother nature. If
you are looking to enjoy the many benefits of natural surroundings, Boquete is the place to be.

Boquete

El Valle is a beautiful mountain town, located just 45 minutes from Coronado. Every Sunday, on
Central Avenue there is a Public Market where people from all the region are able to find locals
selling foods, vegetables, fruits and much more at a nicer price rate, including second-hand articles
and antiques. El Valle has its own museum, a serpentarium, and an impressive garden that exhibits a
hundred different Orchids species. Expect many people from the city to pay El Valle a visit on
weekends. There are many touristic places of interest, such as El Macho Waterfalls, and its thermal
pools, El Níspero, a zoo with exotic species, and La India Dormida (The Sleeping Indigenous), a
mountain, which resembles the shape of a sleeping woman, considered a meditation temple.

El Valle

Among the most popular cities in Latin America, Panamá is well known for mixing its past beauty, with the
current glorious and modern day. Casco Viejo, known as the colonial city, inside the city. It was founded in 1673,
and today it is both the top touristic spot in Panamá City, and Forbes considers it as one of the 12 best
neighborhoods in the world. Casco Viejo has traditional and colorful restaurants, chic bars and nightclubs,
elegant museums and hotels, and beautiful natural spots.
Costa del Este, is the financial center of Panamá. Various companies and international brands and enterprises
have locations there. Is very popular between expats and non-panamanian citizens, for its luxurious buildings
and skyscrapers, excellent public transportation, cleanliness and order.

Casco Viejo

Costa del Este

If you want check out many of these
locations before deciding where you want to
land for a longer term, check out our friends
Oscar & Rod at Retire In Panama Tours.

Retire in Panama Tours offer an
exclusive seven night, six full day tour
across the country of Panama from
Panama City to the Chiriquí Highlands.
Our Exclusive Semi-Private Tour (6 – 10
people only) offers you more direct
access to our Panama Relocation
Experts throughout the tour, so you
can be sure all your questions about
Panama are answered. The cost of the
tour includes airport pickup, seven
nights in some of the nicest hotels in
Panama, full transportation across the
country, three meals a day, and your
flight from Chiriquí province back to
Panama City.
1-786-296-0192
info@retireinpanamatours.com

Requirements
To either rent or buy a property in Panamá as a foreigner, there are requirements :
Buying Property In Panama
Renting Property In Panama
*Copy of passport
*Copy of second id
*Copy of your valid and legible passport
*Copy of utility bill showing domicile
*First month's rent & deposit
*Bank letter of reference addressed to WHOM IT MAY
*Copy of the lease will be done in English
CONCERN, confirming that the client has an
& Spanish.
established relationship with that bank and balance
*Individual property owners have their
in his account. This if to prove origin of the funds of
personal requirements and lease terms
the clients that will be used for buying the property.
*Rentals range from short term
*Professional letter of reference (can be from
(3months or 6 months) to a year
accountant or attorney)
*Copy of last 2 income tax returns file (this is mainly
for banking purposes).
*Complete a due diligence form with basic questions

Panama real estate rentals and sales have been growing at a steady rate. Demand has
remained high, and supply keeps up with the pace as high-rise construction cranes are a
constant in the Panama City's skyline. If you haven't been to Panama previously, we
recommend you rent the first six months to a year to find out what's right for you. There are so
many possibilities, microclimates, sizes of ex-pat communities and amenities. It is best to do
your research, spending some time in different areas, before making any big decisions.

If you buy instead of rent, you have a broad range of prices depending on the home's age,
neighborhood, and size. One of the most critical factors in deciding where you want to live
and work is the cost of living for each city you are interested in. Buying a home on average
will cost anywhere between $250,000 to $450,000 depending on your preferences.

There are options for simpler
or luxury homes. Please do
your due diligence before
committing to either renting
or buying in Panama. How
much you have to spend every
month on accommodations
will factor into what type of
space and place you'll live,
especially if on a fixed income,
like many retirees.

Another
consideration
before buying or
renting is the type
of community you
want to live in.
Some enjoy living in
mostly Panamanian
neighborhoods,
others enjoy a
diversified group of
other ex-pats. Check
out the local area
Facebook groups or
ask one of our
agents about a
city/town to gauge
the typical culture,
activities and
lifestyles of the
residents.

Contact us any time before your move to ensure you know the current market and
your options. These are the types of listings we have for rent or sale:

Single Family Homes

Condo On The Beach

Executive Luxury Homes
in Gated Communities

Education In Panama

A significant factor when moving with children is education. While the public school system in Panama lacks
resources, many of the private schools rival any of their contemporaries in North America or Europe. Regular
tuition fees can range anywhere from $1,000 - $3,000 per year, and $100 - $300 per month, depending on the
school. Some of the elite schools can require up to a $1,000 monthly payment and a one-time initiation fee
(donation) of up to $10,000. Some schools follow the North American schedule, September-June; yet, most of
them, follow the Panamanian schedule, March-December. You can find high quality schools with a bilingual
curriculum, with the idea that your children will learn Spanish, being in a Spanish speaking country this option is
highly recommended. Some top private schools teach full English, including an International Baccalaureate (IB).

There are many University options in Panama. The two most popular US equivalent English based
universities are Quality Leadership University and Florida State University. Also, you can find
international universities at the City of Knowledge in Clayton, Panama City. There are also other local
private universities featuring a curriculum based in Spanish, offering good careers in specific areas. The
University of Panama and the Technological University of Panama are almost free, and well known for
their quality in Medicine, Architecture and Engineering degrees. Tuition fees vary depending on the
student nationality, scholarships, and public education aid. Generally, you will pay anywhere from
$200-$1,000 per month, plus books. So, if you are studying, or have a child studying in a North American
University during your move, transferring credits and degrees shouldn't be an issue.

Healthcare In Panama

The United States gave Panamanians the chance to learn
and be trained in coveted American Medicine, up until
the 90s. Many of today's doctors in Panamá, have a
standard close to the American healthcare.
http://www.hospitalpuntapacifica.com
There is also the National Hospital, considered a world
class healthcare center, like Punta Pacífica. It is affiliated
with Nebraska University Medical Center and Kendall
Medical Center, in Florida.
http://www.hospitalnacional.com

As for health insurance internationally, we suggest
MAPFRE which is the #1 insurance company in Panamá
and the #3 in Central America, according to Summa
Magazine's Financial Edition. Other well-known companies
are Asociación Internacional and ASSA Seguros.

Link to MAPFRE Health Insurance Plans:
https://www.mapfre.com.pa/seguros-pa/seguros/segurossalud/basic-local/

Panama has many transportation options, and all of them, compared to the US, Canada &
Europe, are very affordable. Public transportation, namely buses and the subway, cost less than
50 cents a ride. Both are new and clean, however getting schedules and exact destinations can
be difficult, so many people prefer to take taxis. Taxis have no meters, so cost is negotiated
based on distance, time of day, and traffic. The price for a taxi is per person. Buses are the most
used way of transportation. Daily, 800,000 users ride it both inside the city and between
provinces. The main bus station is in Allbrook, close to Marcos A. Gelabert Airport and Allbrook
Mall, and it takes passengers even to international destinations in Central America and Mexico.

Average Living Expenses
Living expenses range depending on how you
choose to live and what you want or need to
live comfortably. To give you a general idea of
what life in Panama will cost per month, we will
show you three examples of what you can
expect on different budgets.

Low-Cost: Just covering the basics, living humbly but
comfortably, eating most meals at home, using public
transportation. These costs are average per person per month.
City: $1,500+
Beaches: $1,200+
Mountains/Rural: $1,000+

Mid-Level: Living in your home/apartment rental, having residential
services such as pool/social area, eating out 6-8 times per
month,owning a car. These costs are average per person per month.
City: $2,500+
Beaches: $1,500+
Mountains/Rural: $1,500+

Luxury Living in a large finely furnished home/apartment rental, full-time
domestic worker, high-end residential services such as on-site
restaurants, concierge, eating out for about half of your meals, owning a
luxury vehicle. These costs are average per person per month.
City: $4,000+
Beaches: $3,000+
Mountains/Rural: $3,000+

Holidays & Cultural Customs

Panamanians love holidays,
festivals, family gatherings, and
outdoor parades and parties.
Panamanians culture takes pride in
their historic indigenous and
religious roots. The devils (Diablos)
are figures that resemble the days
where the first Panamanian natives
dressed up as the dark creatures to
scare colonials away. Do not be
surprised or scared if you see lots of
them everywhere, it is not a black
magic trick, it is more a symbol of
identity. Music and dancing from
Panamá, incorporates both Spanish
influences and African drums, as
most Latin American countries do.
They all put their own spin on those
two approaches together.

Nearly every Panamanian holiday,
including the religious holidays, are
marked by vibrant music, BBQs, and
parades. Tamborito is the national
rhythm, and its base is a drum with slight
chord instrumentation, and narrates
things like romantic love, love for nature
and for their country. That itself, gives
you an accurate glimpse of how
Panamanians are, in essence, nice,
simple and loving. There is also the
Indigenous Month, which is May, and is
celebrated mostly by decorating,
remembering indigenous traditions and
playing tribal music. No days off are given
but it's still appreciated by nationals.
Also, Mother's Day is very important and
considered a holiday, day off and all. Its
celebrated December 8th

VISAS
&

You must take the proper legal steps through immigration. Through special laws,
foreigners are able to obtain permits for temporary or permanent residency in
Panama, Panama's work permits, and in some cases, Panama citizenship and/or
Panama passports. Most of these Panama immigration laws have been created to
promote foreign investment in Panama, which benefits the local environment
and/or local economy. There are 8 types of visas in Panama.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Pensionado (Retiree) Visa (Jubilado is obtainable after receiving this visa)
Friendly Nations Visa
Professional Employment Visa
Reforestation Investor Visa
Self Economic Solvency Visa
Panama's Business Investor Visa
Married to a Panama Citizen
Parents of Child Born in Panama Visa

The Following 3 are the most popular Panama's residency visas and their requirements.

RETIREMENT VISA PENSIONADO
Requirements for the Retirement/Pensionado Visa
You must be at least 18 years old with a lifetime annuity or pension paying a minimum of $1,000
USD per month + $250 extra per dependent. A letter, from a government office, indicating the
monthly income for life
Five (5) photos
Passport
Federal criminal record
Good health certificate issued in Panama
Affidavit form, fully answered and signed
Proof of address in Panama, through the utility bill and rental contract, or letter from a hotel
This visa takes 3-6 months to receive.

FRIENDLY NATIONS VISA
Current Required Documents for the Friendly Nations Visa
Application for Permanent Panama Residency with a Special Power of Attorney.
Criminal history background check.
Copy of the entire passport notarized by a Panama Notary.
Medical examination report from a Panama medical doctor (original).
Personal Sworn Affidavit
3 x Passport Size Photos
A written Statement describing the economic and/or professional activities to be conducted by the
applicant.
Proof of Solvency
Copy of Applicant’s Identification
$5,000 in Panamanian Bank Account
For all dependents, there is a requirement for a letter of responsibility from the primary applicant.
After all the required documents are filed, the immigration office will issue a one-year temporary
residency card, which will later be replaced by a permanent residency card once the application is
approved. Next step is to apply for a work permit. Panama’s president recently issued a Presidential
Decree ordering Panama’s Ministry of Labour to fast track acceptance of work permits for the 50
friendly nation citizens.

BUSINESS INVESTORS VISA
Documents required for the Business/Investor Visa
1. Certificate of original legal status from the Public Registry; the trade name of the Panama business;
the status of the applicant as director or officer in the Panama business; the name of the legal or
authorized representative (if applicable); the capital stock of the Panama business (must be minimum
of $160,000); type of Panama business activities; and the distribution of the capital stock
2. Certification by the Secretary or Treasurer of the Panama business attesting that the minimum
value of $160,000 exists. The certification must be in writing signed before a notary
3. Copy of the Business Plan for the company
4. Certification by the Authorized Public Bookkeeper or Accountant (CPA) for the Panama business,
that accredits ownership to the foreign applicant and that there is $160,000 available for the Panama
business detailing the activities of the business
5. Statement signed by the applicant before a Notary Public, indicating the total of the minimum
required capital invested, the role of the applicant in the company, as well as, detailing the Panama
business activities of the company

6. Receipt of advance payment of the capital gains tax in case the applicant has acquired an existing
company of a third party and copy of the Panama business purchase contract
7. Copies of the Tax Return of the Panama business, with its Paz y Salvo (only in case the business had
been operating months before the date in which one must present the affidavit of incomes of the tax
year in effect). The Tax Return should reflect the payment of the foreign applicant’s minimum
$160,000 investment
8. For a Panama business recently started, the Unique Registration of the Taxpayer (RUC) identity
number
9. Copies authenticated by the CSS of the type of Panama business, with a minimum of five (5)
Panamanian employees (per applicant), verifying the minimum wage established by law according to
the region and area. (They should correspond to one of the payments performed inside the three
previous months of presentation)
10. Paz y Salvo of the CSS in favor of the Panama business

Panama’s new “Red Carpet Visa” for Real Estate Investors
The Panama government has introduced a new visa program that offers a quick path to residency for foreign
citizens willing to make an investment in the country, which should provide a big boost to the Real Estate market.
Although it is called the “Red Carpet Visa,” the new visa is similar to the so-called “golden visa” programs in
countries around the world, which offer permanent residency to people who buy real estate.
The new visa requires an investment of $500,000, but for the next 24 months a $300,000 purchase in real estate
would qualify, as the government looks to support the market. “The government recognizes that there is a
market for wealthy clients looking to establish physical residency in Panama. The new Red Carpet Visa program
also recognizes purchases of pre-construction property, which is different from many other programs. The new
visa offers several advantages from previous options, including the ability to process applications from your
home country.
Applications will also be handled by the Ministry of Commerce, not the immigration department. Applicants can
also qualify with a $500,000 investment in the Panamanian stock market or a $750,000 investment in a time
deposit in a Panama bank. In each case, the applicant must maintain the investment for at least five years.
The government has also announced plans to make adjustments to Panama’s popular Friendly Nations Visa,
which offers residency to citizens of 50 countries, who meet certain basic requirements. While nothing is
finalized, the government is expected to add an initial temporary visa application, and perhaps other restrictions
yet to be announced. The new Red Carpet Visa program will make real estate particularly attractive to buyers
interested in completing the visa process without having to repeatedly visit the country. The application is
expected to take no more than 30 days.

Doing
Business In
Panama
Panama is an excellent place for
foreign investment. Many people are
deciding to either move their business
here or start a new one.

Doing business in Panama can be very different than you're used to if you're not prepared. There
is a lot of potential for success if you take the right steps and understand local laws and
procedures. Executive-level business culture is very internationally oriented in Panama, which
means a high level of professionalism at an international standard. However, in doing business on
a smaller scale, there will most likely be a bit of a transitional period to adjust to a new cultural
way of doing things. Establishing a successful small business, or working for a large one, can have
unlimited potential. If you are looking to start a business in Panama, there are many options for
many different budgets and sizes. Whether you're opening a small business, big business, or
franchise, you'll need to register and name your company under a set of guidelines. There are
several ways to do this, and before starting, you'll need to know where your business fits in.

Panama offers many unique benefits for doing business, which typically revolves around tax
incentives, banking privacy, and ease of forming an anonymous Panamanian corporation. For
example, non-resident Panamanian Corporations (Panama IBC's) and Private Interest Foundations
do not pay tax on income earned abroad. Panamanian corporations and individuals do not pay
capital gains tax (except on real estate sales located in Panama).It's no secret that one of the biggest
draws to Panama for starting a business, or opening an offshore bank account, are the significant
tax benefits. The only income that can be taxed on your business is for goods or services sold in
Panama. Services and products created in Panama, yet sold in the country's exterior, are untaxed,
making it an ideal country for many different types of offshore companies. Taxable income is derived
from subtracting foreign source income and exempt income from the gross income.

Mistakes To Avoid

One of the common mistakes is to start operating without incorporating or without all the
required permits, which can result in issues at the moment of an inspection by the local
authorities. The business needs to be set up with proper accounting and invoicing systems
approved by the Panamanian government to keep up with the sales taxes that have to be paid
each month to the national treasury. Finally, many small business start-ups make a common
mistake because they don't take advantage of specific business and tax incentives they have
available by becoming members of the Small Business Association (AMPYME). There are many
different types of brick and mortar businesses, so what is needed will vary. The requirements
will differ for various types of business activities. However, in general, the procedure would be:
Set up a Panamanian corporation
Obtain business operations permit through the Ministry of Commerce & Industry
Register the company with the municipal authorities
Any business selling food or beverages to the public would need to obtain a sanitary permit
through the Ministry of Health. The entire process could take anywhere from a few weeks to a
few months, depending on the type of business activity.

Remember time and money factors, when it comes to shipping and importing. If the exporting
country is part of a free trade agreement with Panama and the imported goods are subject to
the benefits of the agreement, it is likely minimal to no import tariffs or customs fees will apply.
If the exporting country is not a member of any bilateral agreement or trade block with Panama,
goods will be subject to import duties, sales tax, and a consumption tax. If the goods are shipped
into a free trade zone, they are able to be accepted, repackaged, and exported without having to
pay import fees.
Do not forget to consider Incoterms before you sign any sales contracts. The transit time to
Panama will vary from a few days for ocean vessels departing from Miami to roughly a month
for shipments originating in Asia.

Different Ways to Set Up a Business
Setting Up a Corporation
Two people called
“subscribers” create a
Panama corporation by
filing the Articles of
incorporation with the
government’s Public
Registry. After the Panama
corporation is registered, a
minimum of one
shareholder is needed.

Panama General
PartnershipGeneral
Partnerships are recognized
in Panama and are called
“Asociacion General”. The
problem with this type of
partnership is that a civil
court can hold all of the
partners liable if one of
them is negligent or
fraudulent while conducting
business on behalf of the
partnership.

Panama Limited Partnership
Panama recognizes Limited Partnerships called
“Sociedad de Responsibilidad Limitada” (SRL).
Between 2 to 20 partners from any country can
form a limited partnership. The capital can range
between $2,000 USD to $50,000 USD. Every
member’s name is filed with Panama’s Public
Registry, along with their capital contribution.
While a General Partnership requires meetings
to be held if there are five members or less, no
meetings are needed. The partners’ civil
liabilities are limited to the capital contribution.

Panama Civil Partnership
Panama also recognizes a Civil Partnership called “Sociedad Civil.” Partners are subject to unlimited civil court
judgement liability. A common partnership for Panama professionals like doctors, attorneys, and architects.

Time Frame For Opening a Business
It is tough to gauge the timing of opening
because many variables can expedite, or
delay, your time frame. The most important
thing is to be patient and persistent with
your goals. It can take from 1 hour to 1
week, depending on many variables. For
example, there are ready-made corporations
that one can purchase that are immediately
ready to begin utilizing. Otherwise, for a
newly formed corporation, it generally takes
about a week to incorporate.

Panamanian Business Name
Once you have decided on the type of
entity you want to open, a
unique business name must be
selected. Panama’s Public Registry
will contain all of the Panama
corporations, along with their
company’s business name. The same
goes for Panama partnerships.

If you decide to start a business in Panama or hired to be a part of another company, it’s
essential to know the local labor laws. Being hired as a foreigner is a more challenging process
than for a local citizen. However, many companies will help facilitate the process of fulfilling
legal labor requirements, should they contract you to work with them.
Starting your own business will also require a lot of preparation as far as labor laws and
knowing what regulations and procedures you’ll need to take when hiring employees. Here are
some of the basics. Panama law defines “employment” based on the circumstances and
whether they are subordinate or dependent economically to the person who hired him.
Meaning a boss/employee relationship with regular checks/payments and mandatory
hours/days for the work to be performed. A true independent contractor has little or no
supervision and can work at any hours or day until a project or task is complete.

Wages
&
Taxes

Panama’s minimum wage is around $3-$4 USD an
hour, depending upon the location and job type.
Employees in Panama City can earn a little more
than workers performing the same duties in
other parts of the country. National labor laws
do set a standard minimum. These minimums
change from industry to industry, so it’s best to
check with the labor department to see how
your business fits within the scale. Office
workers earn a little more than day laborers and
service industry professionals. Entry-level jobs
tend to pay comparably across the board.
Management positions demand approximately
$l,000-$4,000 depending on the job and size of
the company. Nearly every worker is paid on the
15th and 30th of every month.

Wages are subject to income tax,
social security tax, and an education
fund. After the first week, employers
must withhold these taxes from
employee salaries. The government
revenue office has charts showing
what percentages are required to be
withheld. All withholdings from the
prior month are required to be paid
into the National Treasury through
the Social Security Administration by
the 15th of the month.
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Panama has been one of the fastest growing economies in Latin America over the past decade, with real
GDP expanding an average of 8.4% between 2004 and 2013. Moreover, Panama performed relatively well
during the global financial crisis, including 4.0% growth in 2009 when many other countries in the region
suffered a contraction. The Panamanian economy accelerated in the following years, reaching doubledigit growth rates in 2010 and 2011.
The economy should gradually recover in 2021 from this year’s Covid-19-induced contraction, as the
easing of restrictions provides room for a rebound in domestic activity and tourism. Potentially weak
global trade ensuing from further restrictions abroad clouds the outlook. Focus Economics Consensus
Forecast panelists foresee the economy expanding 6.4% in 2021, which is up 0.6 percentage points from
last month’s forecast. For 2022, the economy is expected to grow 5.1%.
The three major global credit ratings agencies upgraded Panama to investment grade status in 2010. It
remains in good standing making the market ideal and attractive to foreign investors. The government
wants to ensure that logistics remains at a superior level for all those who use the ports of the Panama
Canal. The agro-industry is also gaining momentum with foreign investors thanks to the quality of fresh
water and rich soil.
Panama continues to remain a business leader in the region thanks to their growing financial,
international trade, tourism, and expatriate sectors. Panama is the technology hub of Central America
and one of the most progressive technology countries in the whole of Latin America. And the continued
addition of new Free Trade Agreements continues to make Panama a compelling country in which to do
and to start a business.

Panama is also home to the Colon Free Trade Zone, the region's
largest and busiest duty-free zone. The Colon Free Zone attracts over
250,000 visitors per year and is home to nearly 2,000 companies.
Imports and exports in this zone are bought and sold tax free, and it's
considered the gateway to global trade in the Americas.
Besides the Free Trade Zone, Panama has also established other
tax incentivized business zones, known as Special Economic Areas,
including Panama Pacifico and The City of Knowledge. Panama
Pacifico was created to help drive foreign investment and attract
new growth industries, whereas the City of Knowledge focuses on
sustainable development and innovation. Both areas have
attractive incentives that should be reviewed when considering
starting a business in Panama.
Although individuals need to pay sales taxes on services and
products purchased in the country, you're still only paying a flat
7% tax. Should your business provide goods or services within
Panama, you must pay federal taxes; however, they are scaled to
industry and much lower than the US, Canada or Europe.

Panama is one of the leading countries in Latin America for banking. Approximately 100 different banks are
operating in Panama. These vary between high street banks, private banks and investment banks. Offshore
banking is very popular in Panama. Among the popular banks are Banco General and Global Bank.
International banks with a presence in Panama include Scotia Bank and Citibank.
There are different types of bank accounts available, including savings, current and term deposit accounts.
Interest rates will vary from bank to bank, and most offer higher rates, depending on deposit balances.
Banks in Panama provide high quality, efficient service, and all have modern facilities now. Panama takes
its banking secrecy laws seriously. Therefore, you are assured of the security and safety of your funds.
Before you start letting go of your money and have it transferred to a Panamanian bank, make sure that
the bank is reputable. You can always do your research online, or better yet, you can ask the locals which
bank they prefer. When applying for a bank account, the bank representative may ask you why you are
interested in having a personal bank account. In many cases, since Panama is already considered a haven
for foreign retirees, people usually state this as their main reason - relocation.
Banks are open
Monday to Friday from 8:30 am to 4 pm
Saturday from 8:30 am to 1 pm

Personal VS Corporate Accounts
Having a personal account is the first step if relocating for your
business or local employment. Corporate bank accounts are
necessary if you're starting your business but can also be created
For purely financial reasons if you plan on investing offshore
without physically relocating. Most Panama banks and brokers
offer the same types of services that your local broker provides.
They offer access to your account information and funds through
Visa Credit Cards, Visa Debit Cards, ATM Cards, Checkbooks, and
Internet banking or brokerage services.

Requirements For Opening A Bank Account
Photocopy of Passport - The photocopy of the passport should be notarized. It must include a
photo of the person, the personal details (passport number, etc.), the signature, and the most
recent entry/exit stamps (if any). The photocopy should be clear and legible.
Two Financial Reference Letters - The financial reference letters can be from any banks,
brokerage firms, or credit unions. The letter should be on the financial institution's letterhead
and include an official's signature and the contact information (address, telephone, fax, email.
etc.). There is no specific format for the reference letter.
Two Professional or Commercial Reference Letters -These reference letters can be from your
attorney, accountant, financial consultant, or any company(s) that you have a business
relationship.The letters should be on the professionals (or company's) letterhead and should
include the signature of the professional (or company representative), also, their contact
information (address, telephone, email, etc.). There is no specific format for the reference letter.
Tax Returns/Proof of Income - You'll need to present legal tax documents for the previous two
years from your appointment to prove your income.
These documents will need to be presented at your interview and verified with
your home country before the application process can be completed.

Private Interest Foundations
In some cases, people interested in putting their money in Panama establish private interest foundations to
hold or serve as owners of their Panama corporations. They do this because their local governments have
what is called "Controlled Foreign Corporation Laws." If they own a foreign corporation's shares, they must
report it to their government's tax authorities and pay tax on their portion of that corporation's income.
However, if the foundation owns the corporation's shares, it does not have the reporting
requirements. Some of the countries that have Controlled Foreign Corporation Laws are: US, Canada,
Australia, New Zealand, UK, Germany, France, Spain, Italy, Norway, Sweden and many others.

Final Words
From Our Team

Relocating to Panama is a big move, no matter how you twist or turn it.
Moving into a new culture and away from your comfort zone can be
challenging, but it can also be an extremely positive and beneficial
experience. If you do your research and take the proper steps to prepare,
the relocation process can be smooth and exciting. With so much to offer
and so many ways to carve out the life you desire, Panama is one of the
best locations to relocate too.
There is something for everyone in Panama; we can assist you in finding it.
Panama is a buyers market, and the timing couldn't be better than now to
make a move. INSIDE PANAMA REAL ESTATE strive to provide the best
practices to help your relocation experience run smoothly and
comfortably. We will work with you throughout the entire process. Our
goal is to make your move both a productive and enjoyable experience.

Coronado
Mike 507-6756-5850
Martha 507-6490-1555
Sue 507-6931-0696

Boquete
Office 507-730-8301
Joanne 507-6561-7174

Panama City
Chris 507-6536-3528

Puerto Armuelles
Debbie 507-6683-6682

Boca Chica
Melissa 507-6365-3093

Bocas Del Toro
Tyson 507-6619-6639
Sarah 507-6459-8612

FAQ

With so many newcomers to Panama each year, we've been asked these questions often as people
begin their research. Please use the Ex-pat Community Facebook pages for the area you want to know
more about before moving there. Those groups allow you to ask other ex-pats directly questions about
how daily life looks. Most ex-pats here will gladly direct you to the things you'll need to know before
and after arrival. Here are the most common questions:
Do you need to know Spanish? Not necessarily, but it is very helpful. The places with higher
volumes of ex-pats tend to have more people that speak enough English, and you'll quickly learn
some essential words in Spanish to communicate in Spanglish. In the smaller areas, especially in
the Interior region, we highly recommend you know Spanish.
What is the local currency? The American dollar is used in Panama as well as the coins from both
the USA & Panama. Debit or credit cards are accepted in many of the larger stores. We recommend
always having some cash on you incase the internet or power go down. Most of the outdoor small
local vendors do not take electronic payments.
Is it safe to drink the water? The larger public establishments generally have filtration. Smaller
local venues may not. Although many homes have some type of filter, unless you are sure the
water is properly filtered we recommend keeping a water bottle handy.

Do you feel safe there? All countries have crime; however, Panama's crime rate is relatively low for the
most part. It is very challenging and costly to get weapons to permit in Panama. Some feel safer living in
gated communities. Others feel safe, walking in Panama City in the evening. More than not, the
Panamanians and other ex-pats in Panama are very friendly, honest and respectful.
Is it hard to find the types of foods you like (generally imported)? It may be a challenge to find specific
items at times, but most ex-pats that came before you will guide you to locate your favorite foods and
household goods.
What the average cost of living in Panama? The monthly cost of living here varies greatly, just like in
every other country. On pages 30-34 of the presentation gives average guidelines for several areas.
What is the weather like in Panama? Weather varies widely depending on location and season. Many
micro-climates are common, best to ask locals the typical weather or research through any weather
data information site. Typically cities are warmer and drier. Beaches are warm with some moisture,
mountain areas are cooler and have more rainfall.
How long does it take to receive mail there? Because there are no street addresses in Panama, except
for in Panama City, most ex-pats use a mail forwarding service, i.e. Mailboxes Etc, E-Shop, etc. If you
order through Amazon it usually gets to the port to leave the country in a couple days. Then in about a
week your items arrive in town to pick up. There is a local post office in most towns, but it takes a very
long time for things be received or delivered. There are no, right to your door, mail deliveries services.

